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PLAN OF SEMINARS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1. Subject and aim of the History of the English Language (HEL) 

2. Classification of Germanic languages 

3. Ancient history of the British Isles 

4. Periods in HEL 

5. OE dialects 

 

Sources of information 

1. T.A. Rastorgueva History of English.-М., 1983. р. 10-12, 24-33, 55-

63 

2. И.П. Иванова, Л.П. Чахоян История английского языка.-М., 

1976, с.5-13 

3. B.A. Ilyish History of the English Language.-L., 1973. P.5-8, 35-39 

4. R.V.Reznik, T.S.Sorokina, I.V.Reznik, pp.15-29 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What disciplines is the History of the English Language connected with? 

2. What is the purpose of HEL? 

3. What groups are Germanic languages classified into? 

4. What countries are Germanic languages spoken in? 

5. Who were the earliest inhabitants of Britain? What groups are they 

divided into? 

6. When did the Roman conquest take place and what were its 

consequences for English? 

7. When did the Germanic conquest take place? What Germanic tribes 

came to Britain? 

8. What periods are distinguished in HEL?  

9. What dialects existed in OE?  

10. What are the most important manuscripts of the OE period? 

 

2 INTRODUCTION 

1. OE vocabulary. Latin borrowings 

2. The Scandinavian conquest, its influence on the English language 
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3. The Norman Conquest. ME dialects 

4. Development of the national language 

 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

 

1. What groups of Germanic words are found in the OE vocabulary? 

2. Give examples of Celtic borrowings. 

3. What layers of Latin borrowings are found in OE? What periods do 

they refer to? 

4. What is the characteristic of the first layer of Latin borrowings? Of 

the second? 

5. When did the Scandinavian invasion take place? How long did it 

last? What is Dane law? 

6. Give examples of Scandinavian borrowings in OE. 

7. When did the Norman Conquest take place?  

8. What were relations between English and French?  

9. What dialects existed in ME? 

10. How long did the supremacy of French last? 

 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A. History of English.-М., 1983. рp.131-138, 150-155, 

159-177 

2. Ilyish B.A. History of the English Language.-L., 1973.pp. 134-141, 

228-237 

3. Иванова И.П., Чахоян Л.П. История английского языка.-М., 

1976, с. 13-36 
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3 OE PHONETICS 

1. OE stress. The system of OE vowels.  

Monophthongs and diphthongs, their relation to Common Germanic 

vowels 

2. Changes in OE stressed vowels:  OE breaking; OE palatalization or 

diphthongization; palatal mutation or i- umlaut; lengthening of 

vowels 

3. Changes of unstressed vowels 

4. The OE consonant system. Fricatives and plosives. Sonorants. 

5. Changes in OE consonants 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp.71-90 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp.44-53 

3. Иванова И.П., c.58-65 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 
 

1. What stress was employed in OE? 

2. What features characterized the system of OE vowels? 

3. What was the characteristic of OE diphthongs? 

4. What is OE breaking? 

5. What is the OE palatalization? Under what contribution did it 

occur? 

6. What is i-umlaut? What changes resulted from it?  

7. In what position did OE vowels lengthen? 

8. What changes occurred in unstressed vowels? 

9. Comment on the OE consonant system 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Define the sound quality of the fricatives in the words: bearf, bis, 

cuð, wabema, wab, was, libend, heofon, hlaford, risan 

2. Define the sound quality of the letter –g-: weg, stigel, streng, plog, 

slogon, agan, gere, geweorc 

3. Explain the use of –æ, or –a: talu, wael, aefter, bacan, daege, faran, 
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faeder, lagu, pabas, smael. 

4. Compare the Gt and OE words, define the OE breaking: Gt airbag-

OE eorba (earth), Gt arms- OE earm (arm), Gt calbo-OE cealf (calf), 

Gt faihu –OE feh (cattle, money). 

5. What process of the vowel lengthening: Ober (Gt anbar), us (OHG 

uns), fif (Gt fimf) 

6. Прочитайте древнеанглийский текст. Определите: 

1) Сколько раз в тексте употреблены буквы рунического 

происхождения? 

2) Какие звуки передаются буквой –g в словах: micel, geweorc, 

cyninges? 

 

Text for analysis: 

On þy ylcan ʒēre worhte foresprecena here ʒeweorc bē Lyʒan twentiʒ 

mīla būfan Lundenbyriʒ. Þā þæs on sumera fōron micel dæl þāra 

burʒware ond ēāc ōþres folces þæt hīē ʒedydon æt þāra Deniscan 

ʒeweorce, ond þær wurdon ʒeflīēmde, and sume fēower cyninʒes 

Þeʒnas ofslēānne. (The Parker Chronicle) 

In that very year the before-mentioned (Danish) army built a fortress by 

the river Lea 20 miles above London. Then in summer there came a 

great part of those citizens and also of different other people so that they 

reached the Danish fortress and there they were defeated and about four 

king’s warriors were killed. 

 

OE GRAMMAR 

4 NOUN 

 

1. Characteristic feature of the noun system in OE 

2. The strong declension of nouns: a – stems; o – stems 

3. The weak declension 

4. The root declension 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp. 143-148, 
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2. Ilyish B.A., pp.64 -73  

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What categories had the OE noun? 

2. What elements did the noun structure consist of? What type of 

declension existed in OE? 

3. What nouns belonged to the strong declension? What was the 

difference between Masculine and Neuter in a-stem? Give examples 

of a-stems 

4. What is a long root syllable? 

5. What nouns belonged to o-stems? What was characteristic of their 

case forms? 

6. What other varieties of the strong declension existed? 

7. What forms were characteristic of the weak declension? What other 

stems are found in it? 

 

        Text for analysis: 
 

Ic Ælfric wolde pās lytlan bōс āwenden tō engliscum ʒereorde of pām 

stæfcræfte, pe is ʒehāten Grammatica, syððan ic ðā twā bēс āwende on 

hundeahtatiʒum spellum forðan ðe stæfcræft is ēō cæʒ ðæra bōca 

unlicð. (Aelfric’s Grammar) 

 

I, Aelfric by name, should like to translate into English this little book on 

the art of writing which is called Grammar, for I have already 

translated two books, consisting of eighty stories, and therefore (I think) 

this grammar is that key which would help to reveal the wisdom of those 

books. 

 

Задания: 

1. Выявите с помощью парадигмы корневого склонения, какие 

формы слова bōс встречаются в тексте. Дайте недостающие 

формы. 

2. Просклоняйте существительное cæʒ. Определите тип корневого 

гласного. 
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3. Дайте форму именительного падежа множ.числа от 

существительных среднего рода с основой на –а-: hol (hole) и 

deor (beast). Объясните разницу форм. 

4. Дайте древнеанглийский эквивалент соответствующим готским 

словам: haitan (to call), dauþs (dead), kiusan (to choose) 

 

5 Pronouns 

1. Characteristic feature of OE Pronouns 

2. Personal Pronoun 

3. Demonstrative Pronoun 

 

Sources of information: 

1. R.V.Reznik, T.S.Sorokina, I.V.Reznik, pp. 99-101 

2. T.A. Rastorgueva, pp. 148-150 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What features characterized the OE pronoun system? 

2. What class of pronouns was absent in OE? 

3. Characterize the system of personal pronouns. Compare it with the 

present-day system and mark the differences 

4. What demonstrative pronouns existed in OE? 

5. What is characteristic of their declension? 

6. What interrogative, indefinite and negative pronouns were there in 

OE? 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Определите падежную форму местоимения þisne и hine, дайте 

парадигму их склонения. 

2. Просклоняйте следующие местоимения: hiē, þā, þās. 
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6 ADJECTIVES 

 

1. Adjective categories in OE 

2. The strong and weak declension of adjectives 

3. Degrees of comparison in OE 

 

Sources of information: 

1. R.V.Reznik, T.S.Sorokina, I.V.Reznik, pp. 101-103 

2. T.A. Rastorgueva, pp. 150-155 

3. И.П. Иванова, Л.П. Чахоян, стр.35-40 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What categories did the OE adjectives have? What is the difference 

between the same categories of nouns and adjectives? 

2. What is the strong and weak declension?  

3. When the adjective declined according to nouns and adjectives was/ 

what did the declension  

     depend on? 

4. How were degrees of comparison formed? 

5. What adjectives had suppletive forms of degrees of comparison? 

 

Задания 
 

1. Образуйте степени сравнения прилагательного ʒōd (good)  

2. Образуйте степени сравнения прилагательных lanʒ (long), swīþу 

(very) 

 

7 OE VERB 
 

1. Grammatical categories of the OE verb 

2. Morphological classification 

3. Strong verbs and their development 

4. Development of the weak verbs 
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Sources of information: 

1. R.V.Reznik, T.S.Sorokina, I.V.Reznik pp. 108-121, 

2. B.A. Ilyish, pp.64 -73,  

3. Rastorgueva T.A., pp. 157-174 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What grammatical categories did the OE verb have? How were the 

categories of number and person shown? In what forms? 

2. What tenses existed in OE? 

3. What classes did the OE verb morphologically fall into? What is the 

difference between strong and weak verbs? 

4. What forms in classes of strong verbs are considered? 

5. Characterize each class of strong verbs 

6. What group of verbs was more numerous: strong or weak verbs? 

7. What forms characterized weak verbs? 

8. What was the difference between regular and irregular verbs of class 

I? 

9. What the two varieties of class I regular verbs were? 

10. Characterize class II and class III of weak verbs 

11. What traces of palatal mutation can be found in the weak verbs? 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Distribute the following forms (Infinitive, Past Singular, Past Plural, 

Participle II) of strong verb according to their classes and define the 

class: 

Liban, stah, flugon, sceat, leac, wurdon, helpon, fleogan, scoton, 

feallen, coren, locen, weordan, hulpon, ceosan, lab, fleah, sceotan, 

lucvan, weard, nomon, lidon, stigan, worden, niman, healp, sawon, 

stigon, binden, ceas, nam, feoll, feng 

2. Define the class of the following strong verbs and supply the missing 

forms: 
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1                    2                   3                   4       

Stelan            ?                   ?                   ?                   to steal 

?                    scan              ?                   ?                   to shine 

?                    ?               aeton                ?                   to eat   

?                    ?                   ?                 sungen           to sing 

3. Which of the given weak verbs belong to class I and to class II? 

 Pay attention to the Infinitive suffix: begnornian (to deplore), 

sendan (to send), forspendan (to spend), timbrian (to build), babian 

(to bathe), ceapian (to buy), deman (to deem), faesten (to fasten) 

4. Give three forms of the given weak verbs of class 1: swirman – to 

swarm, styrian – to stir, to-daelan – to divide, hydan-to hide 

 

 

8 ME PHONETICS 

1. Changes in the alphabet and spelling 

2. Phonetic changes in the ME vowels (Middle English) 

a) shortening and lengthening of vowels 

b) changes of individual diphthongs 

3. Monophthongization of OE diphthongs 

a) the rise of new diphthongs 

b) the general view of the ME sound system 

 

Sources of information 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp.184-188 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp.142-144, 160-166 

3. Иванова И.П., c.67-78 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What historical events greatly influenced the development of English 

during the ME period? 

2. What spelling changes resulted from French graphic habits? What 

happened to the runes? 

3. What was the ME graphic system characteristic of? 

4. What was the relation between the quantity of a vowel and its 
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position? In what position did the long vowel shorten? Under what 

conditions did they remain long? 

5. Under what conditions did the short vowels lengthen? 

6. What changes did the vowels a, ā, ae, y,  undergo? 

7. What vowels remained unchanged? 

8. What important consequence did the vowel changes have for the ME 

vowel system? 

9. What happened to the OE diphthongs? 

10. What new diphthongs developed in ME? What did they differ 

in from the OE diphthongs? 

11. What changes occurred in the whole ME sound system? 

12. What dialects existed in ME? 

13. How long did the supremacy of French last? 

14. What factors contributed to the leading role of London dialect 

in ME? 

 

EXERCISES 

1. Определите, как изменились палатализованные смычные 

согласные при переходе к среднеанглийскому языку: scacan, 

swylc, ceap, sceort, ceosan, secʒan. 

2. Почему в следующих среднеанглийских словах появилась буква –

v- : loven (<OE lufian), haven (<OE habban), five (<OE fif), seven 

(<OE seofon)? 

3. Когда и в каких условиях произошло удлинение гласного в 

следующих словах: mind, find, funden, mild, feld, bindan, climban? 

4. Прочитайте, переведите и проанализируйте текст: 

“Chees now,” quod she, “oon of thise things tweye, 

To han me foul and old til, that I deye, 

And be to yow a trewe humble wyf, 

And never yow displease in al my lyf, 

Or ells ye wol han me yong and fair, 

And take your aventure of the repair 

That shall be to your hous, by-cause of me…” 
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9  EMdE PHONETICS 

I. Vowel Changes in EMdE 

1. Qualitative changes 

a) Long Vowel changes, the Great Vowel Shift 

b) Short Vowel changes 

2. Quantative changes 

a) Shortening of long vowels 

b) Developing of long vowels 

c) Vowel change in unstressed syllables 

II.  Consonant changes in EMdE 

1. Voicing of fricatives in unstressed syllables 

2. Simplification of some consonants 

Formation of new sibilants 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp. 200-217 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp.254-273  

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What important extra linguistic events influenced the language 

development in EMdE? 

2. What is the essence of the Great Vowel Shift? When did it occur? 

3. Describe the results of the Shift 

4. How did the vowels change when followed by-r? 

5. What new vowels appeared in English? 

6. How did the fricatives develop? 

7. What was the result of –r vocalization? 

8. What consonant clusters simplified? 

9. How did [j] influence sibilants in unstressed syllables? 

10. Why is the root vowel different in the following pairs of correlated 

words: child-children, wild-wildness, keep-kept, meet-met. 

11. Explain the origin of the following homophones, translate them: 

tail (OE tagl)-tale (OE talu), ail (OE eglan)- ale (OE ealu). 
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EXERCISES 

 

Explain the origin of the following homophones, translate them:  

tail (OE tagl)-tale (OE talu), ail (OE eglan)- ale (OE ealu). 

 

ME and EMdE MORPHOLOGY 

10 NOUN 

  

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

 

1. What changes occurred in the noun system in ME? 

2. What nouns lost distinction between Singular and Plural forms? 

3. How was case relations specified in ME? 

4. What forms developed in EMdE? 

5. What other changes occurred in EMdE? 

6. Define case and number of nouns in the OE text 

7. Determine the type of noun declension and supply the missing 

forms? 

 

S                  P                   S                   P                     S                 P 

N word           word            earm              earmas             boc              bec 

G wordes           ?               earmes              ?                 bec\boce          ? 

D     ?                ?                    ?                   ?                       ?                ? 

Ac   ?                 ?                    ?                   ?                       ?                ? 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp. 93-101, 222-229 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp. 63-74, 174-178, 274-275 

3. Иванова И.П., c. 98-111 

 

11 ADJECTIVE 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What changes occurred in the adjective system in ME? In the degrees 

of comparison? 
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2. What adjective forms differentiated their meaning? 

3. What is characteristic of the EMdE adjective? 

4. Which forms of adjectives –weak or strong- should be used in the 

following contexts? 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate endings: 1) ba bone halg- mann 

atugon ut of his huse (and they drove that holy man out of his house); 2) 

Ic eom god- hierde (I am a good sheperd). 

5. Find adjectives in the ME text, characterize their grammatical 

changes  

6. Find adjectives in the ME text, characterize their grammatical 

changes 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp.105-108, 237-240 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp.78-83, 184-184, 277 

3. Иванова И.П., c.124-132 

 

12 PRONOUN 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What changes occurred in personal pronouns in ME? (number, cases) 

2. What phonetic changes occurred in personals in ME? 

3. Where do possessives pronouns come from? 

4. Describe the development of demonstrative pronouns in ME 

5. What pronoun gave birth to the definite article? 

6. What changes occurred in interrogative pronouns? What is the origin 

of the reflexive pronouns? 

7. How did the case of relative pronoun develop? 

8. Find pronouns in the ME text and characterize them 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp. 102-105, 230-237 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp. 74-78, 181-182 

3. Иванова И.П., c.112-124 
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13 VERB 

 

QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 
 

1. What changes occurred in strong verbs in ME? How did their 

classes influence one another? 

2. How the number of main verb did forms change? Why? 

3. What happened to the remaining strong verbs? 

4. What changes occurred in weak verbs? 

5. What verbs contributed to EMdE irregular verbs? 

6. What are the characteristic features of analytical forms? 

7. How did the Future forms appear? At what moment do they 

become analytical? Which of the auxiliaries was the first to lose 

its lexical meaning? 

8. Where do Perfect forms originate from? What auxiliaries were 

used and what was the difference between them? 

 

Sources of information: 

1. Rastorgueva T.A., pp.131-138, 150-155, 159-177, 241-273 

2. Ilyish B.A., pp.134-141, 228-237, 189 

3. Иванова И.П., Чахоян Л.П. История английского языка-М., 1976  

c.13-36 

 

14 SYNTAX 

1. OE Phrase 

2. OE Simple sentence 

3. Word order and its development in OE 

4. Compound sentence 

5. Changes in a Simple sentence system in ME and EMdE 

6. Negative sentences 

7. Interrogative sentences 

 

Sources of information 

1. T.A. Rastorgueva, pp.124-125 

2. И.П. Иванова, c.216-237 
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QUESTIONS FOR SELF – CONTROL 

1. What factors determined the syntactic structure of OE? 

2. What is a phrase? What is the difference between coordinated and 

subordinated phrases? 

3. In what direction did a phrase develop in English? 

4. What types of verbal phrases occurred in OE? 

5. How did the role of prepositions change? 

6. What types of connections are characteristic of the substantive 

phrase? 

7. What type of word order was typical in OE? 

8. What reasons could cause inversion in OE? 

9. What is a synthetic word order? Give some examples from the OE 

text 

10. How does the role of word order change in ME? Why? 

11. When is the fixed word order settled? 

12. What cases of inversion are observed in EMdE? 

13. What are characteristic features of the OE Simple sentence? 

14. What are the varieties of the S+P pattern? What different types of 

Subject can be found in the pattern? 

15. What varieties can we find in the pattern S+P+O? 

16. What combinations of Objects are possible in the third variety? 

17. What was the difference between one-member and two-member 

sentences? 

18. What was the main tendency in the pattern Simple sentence 

change? 

19. How was negation expressed in OE? 

20. What types of negation are found in EMdE? 

21. What interrogative pronouns were used in OE? 

22. What was characteristic of OE interrogative sentence? 

23. When did auxiliaries appear in interrogative sentences? 

24. What changes occurred in the word order of interrogative 

sentences? 
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